BOOKS
THE GOLDEN AGE OF AVIATION SERIES

CESSNA’S GOLDEN AGE (ALAN ABEL, DRINA WELCH ABEL & PAUL
MATT) – Takes a look at Clyde Cessna and nephew
Dwane Wallace, longtime Cessna President, & the
Cessna Aircraft Company from early 1900s, through
the struggling years of the Great Depression, through
World War II and the post-war years. Emphasis is given
to Cessna Primary Gliders, Cessna Airmasters, Cessna
T-50 Bobcats, Waco CG-4A Gliders (Cessna built), and
Cessna 120/140 airplanes. Other Cessna models are
also included. 96 pgs, softbound, 180 photos, 8 pgs of
3-view scale drawings.
P/N 13-01534 .......... $22.95

AERONCA’S GOLDEN AGE – Progressively details
the events leading to the Aeronautical Corporation
of America, from the early 1900s, through the Great
Depression, the disastrous flood of 1937, World War II
and beyond. The book includes biographical information
on the founders of Aeronca, and details the people,
facilities and manufacturing operations of Aeronca during the Golden Years. It also includes the reasons for
the company’s name change to Aeronca. Emphasis is
given to Aeronca’s C-2, C-3, Model K, Model L, 7AC Champ and 11AC
Chief. All Aeronca’s models are discussed. Several factory photos are
included. 152 pgs, softbound, 240+ photos, 18 pages of internationally
acclaimed 3-view scale drawings.
P/N 13-01535 ......... $26.95

PIPER’S GOLDEN AGE – Details the formations, struggles & successes of the Piper Aircraft Corporation during
aviation’s Golden Age. Includes particulars of the original
Taylor Brothers Aircraft Corporation and of C.G. Taylor
(the father of the light plane) & his brother, Gordon. It
explains the move to Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, the
bankruptcy of the company during the Depression, and
the ultimate split of Taylor & Piper, and the beginning of
the Piper Aircraft name. Included are the Taylor Chummy, Taylor E-2
Cub, Taylor/Piper J-2 Cub, Piper J-3 Cub, J-4 Cub Coupe, J-5 Cruiser,
the Grasshoppers (military observations & liaison airplanes), Piper TG-8
Training Glider, Piper Experimentals, PA-12 Super Cruiser, PA-11 Cub
Specials, PA-14 Family Cruiser, PA-15 Vagabond, PA-16 Clipper and
PA-18 Super Cub. 90 pgs, softbound, 11 pgs of 3-view drawings, 130
photos.
P/N 13-01536 .......... $22.95

BELLANCA’S GOLDEN AGE BOOK – Traces G.M.
Bellanca coming from Sicily to America as a teenager
in 1911 through his 42 years of continuous airplane
manufacturing operations. He did more for aviation
than any other single individual during aviation’s first
100 years, bar none! This is the ONLY BOOK that has
ever captured Bellanca’s complete and lengthy story.
Details the beginnings of the air transportation system
over great distances. Details the first ten flights over the
Atlantic and the first flight over the Pacific. Tells never-before-told stories
of Charles Lindbergh, Clarence Chamberlin and many other Golden Age
personalities. Tells the complete story of the greatest airplane of the
1920s — Bellanca’s Columbia (the plane Lindbergh wanted but didn’t
get). In the 1930s the government tested 209 different airplanes and
found that Bellanca’s was the best regarding “efficiency.” 148 pages and
175 plus photos.
P/N 13-03337 .......... $24.95
STINSON’S GOLDEN AGE - By: John C. Swick. This
is the history of the Stinson 108 series airplane (the
Voyager), although the 105, 10 and 10A, as well as the
L-5, are also covered in great detail. It begins in Volume
1 with the three-place 105 in 1938 and concludes in
Volume 2 with the sale of the last Stinson 108-3 from
Willow Run in 1950. Production figures, the disposal of
surplus military aircraft, the all-Piper Apache and the
chronicle of two Stinson dealers are included to give the
reader a better sense of the era. 173 pgs, SB, 8.5 x 11, over 200 B&W
photos, tables, illustrations & technical drawings.
Volume 1 ....................P/N 13-09286 .......... $28.95
Volume 2 ....................P/N 13-09288 .......... $24.95

FAIRCHILD’S GOLDEN AGE - BY ALAN ABEL A young
Sherman Fairchild quit college in 1917 to start a company
to build aerial cameras. After 3 years, Fairchild built the first
successful large, high-speed between-the-shutter camera
that was a major breakthrough in aerial photographic
technology. Fairchild found airplanes of the day not suitable
for the photographic mission. Sherman decided to build one
himself. During the design of the plane, Fairchild decided
to build a multi-purpose plane suitable for other piloting needs and to
market these airplanes to the public.
P/N 13-06177 ...........$24.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

HOWARD’S GOLDEN AGE ART HALL - After building
four of the most successful and famous air racers in the
world, in the 1930s, Pete, Mike, Ike and Mr. Mulligan,
Benny Howard’s fame increased with each passing year.
With such notoriety, Benny was able to realize his dream
-- that of manufacturing and selling commercial aircraft
to the flying public throughout the world. Howard was
also a highly acclaimed test pilot, having test flown many
aircraft for several aircraft manufacturers during his career.
This Benny Howard story is a story of struggle, fame, fortune, love,
depression, failure and success.
P/N 13-06178 ...........$24.95

LUSCOMBE’S GOLDEN AGE - BY JOHN SWICK.
Luscombe’s Golden Age is the fifth book in The Golden Age
of Aviation Series. John Swick, the author, has completely
revised and updated the original The Luscombe Story
published in 1987, including approximately 100 new pages
of text, dozens of never-before published photographs and
Luscombe magazine ads from that era. Included in this
book are detailed accounts and descriptive 3-view scale
drawings of each Luscombe model manufactured, including the early
models: Phantom, Ghost, Spectre, Harpie, Small Transport and Sprite.
P/N 13-06180 ...........$29.95
THE BOMBER AIRCREW EXPERIENCE - Flying bombers
during World War II was a harrowing ordeal. Unlike the
fighter jocks, who pit their skill and wits against each other
in agile aerial combat, the bomber boys had to endure the
fear and savagery of the air war with grim acceptance—
their only option to sit and take it. Manning lumbering
machines that could not maneuver or defend themselves
effectively, the aircrews had to rely on tight aircraft
formations and their own bravery to survive the onslaught of enemy
fighters and anti-aircraft artillery.
P/N 13-18894 ...........$24.99

A PILOTS ACCIDENT REVIEW (SOFTCOVER) - A Pilot’s
Accident Review provides pilots with a study of safety
procedures in intense circumstances, and a survey of
high-profile incidents designed to build awareness of the
most preventable factors in pilot error. Covered are the
primary causes of CFIT, as well as the human factors that
can precipitate accidents—particularly complacency, overconfidence, and compulsion. Lowery discusses at length
the JFK, Jr. and Concorde accidents, and those involving Frank Sinatra’s
mother, Reba McIntire’s band, John Denver and Wiley Post.
P/N 13-18598 ...........$13.95

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CESSNA AIRCRAFT BY TOM
MURPHY - Ready to buy a new or pre-owned Cessna?
This updated second edition includes (1) original indepth info about older Cessna models (2) updated info
on Cessnas being offered today and (3) buying advice on
AD’s, inspection of aircraft and its logbooks and how to
choose the right model for your needs.
P/N 13-06179 ...........$19.95
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THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO PIPER AIRCRAFT - Are you ready to buy
a new or pre-owned Piper? This updated second edition
includes the original in-depth info about Piper models along
with purchasing advice on ADs, inspections, the importance
of logbooks, and how to choose the right Piper aircraft for
your wants and needs. This informative narrative includes
information on models from the Piper Cub, to the various
Piper Indians such as the Cherokee, the Cheyenne, the
Comanche, and the agricultural Pawnee. P/N 13-06181 ...........$19.95
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THE PROPELLER UNDER THE BED - A PERSONAL
HISTORY OF HOMEBUILT AIRCRAFT - On July 25,
2010, Arnold Ebneter flew across the country in a plane
he designed and built himself, setting an aviation world
record for aircraft of its class. He was eighty-two at the time
and the flight represented the culmination of a dream he’d
cultivated since his childhood in the 1930s.
From early airplane designs serialized in magazines to
the annual Oshkosh Fly-in where you can see experimental aircraft
on display, Bjorkman offers a personal take on the history of building
something in your garage that you can actually (and legally) fly as well
as how the homebuilt aircraft movement has contributed to aviation and
innovation in America.
P/N 13-20154 ...........$29.95
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